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Parenting What major concepts describe how families function as a social 

system? i. Families avail physical environment for its members to develop. 

This is especially in terms of physical growth and behavioral development 

whereby the latter aspect prompts them to fit effectively in the larger 

society. 

ii. Families avail economic or monetary support to the members essential for 

accomplishing their life targets. Since, by themselves cannot adequately 

manage to attain them, for instance, pursuing their respective careers. 

iii. They also help in socializing the members and preparing them to cope 

with varied life’s unpredictable predicaments. This is by instilling essential 

values and beliefs whose core purpose is to ensure that they live 

harmoniously with others. 

What affect can communication have in the family system? 

Undeniably, the existence of a healthy communication in a family setting 

prompts its members to create enmeshed relationship, hence maintain the 

required cohesion (Hepworth 255). Therefore, they end up depending on 

each other whereby they are capable of finding solutions meant to confront 

certain life’s predicaments, which are difficult when, tackled singlehandedly 

(Hepworth 255). Communication in the family system also develops a sense 

of belonging among its members. This is due to the closeness characterizing 

diverse members’ interactions and attention they normally enjoy (Hepworth 

255). Mainly, this is in the form of both material and emotional assistance. 

Therefore, this equips them with the necessary skills meant to fit in the 

larger society and contribute as necessitated, for instance, the children. 

Additionally, communication helps to strengthen family bonds whereby 

individual members through their actions and talking where they constantly 
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assure each other unconditional support (Denise & Theiss 298). Since, they 

always act as a team especially when trying to resolve a predicament 

affecting one member whereby he or she could not have managed to solve it

singlehandedly (Denise & Theiss 298-299). Therefore, communication is an 

essential tool meant to improve and strengthen coexistence in a family 

system (Hepworth 255). 

Has information from behavioral science improved or only served to 

complicate matters in parenting? 

Behavioral science information has significantly enabled parents provide 

effective parenting to their children. Since, its core purpose entails equipping

them and older children with adequate knowledge meant to interpret diverse

behaviors characterizing their immediate members. This is especially by 

scrutinizing their behaviors and ascertaining what they could be 

experiencing (Beaver & Kristy 114). Since, some members owing to their 

physical conditions or other incapacities might not be in a position to express

their feelings well. Therefore, through behavioral science information, a 

parent or an older child is capable of learning what an immediate family 

member is experiencing and undertake the necessary measures (Beaver & 

Kristy 114). Measures meant to tackle numerous behavioral predicaments 

encompass altering an individual’s settings. These settings range from social

to physical interactions though the latter aspect one can regulate and shun 

its influences (Beaver & Kristy 114). Therefore, behavioral science 

knowledge does not complicate parenting, but aids parents care for their 

children and live harmoniously with their spouses (Beaver & Kristy 114). 
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